News of the Week

120 Rounds Pound Bu Prang

RED SHELL CAMP; GUNS IN CAMBODIA

WASHINGTON — Vietnamese troops on the offensive on Sunday took advantage of the high ground to shell Binh Phuoc Province, in South Vietnam, with 120 mm rockets. The area was the scene of heavy fighting and had been a hotbed of Communist activity. The Vietnamese claimed to have inflicted heavy casualties on the enemy and to have captured a large number of prisoners. The area was being cleared of mines by the Vietnamese forces.
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Inside News

One year ago today it was like she was walking in the ring,

The Paper That Talks Both Sides

Nixons Share Feed With 200 Old Folks

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon and Mrs. Nixon shared Thanksgiving turkey in the White House on Thursday, the day before the nation observed Thanksgiving Day. The turkey was roasted in the kitchen at the White House and served to the president and his family and guests. The Nixon family was joined by a number of guests, including the president's son, Tricia, and her husband, David Eisenhower.
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Officer Blamed In Massacre

Third Texas Bank Heist Suspect Held

Four Die In Crash

Dick Tiger Mobile Home

SALE

Only 3 more Days

TO-DAY-SAT and Sun.

Hurry out TODAY

Save up to

7/10 S. Shields

EMMER

$100,000 SURPLUS INVENTORY SALE

CAR COATS

$16.99

Regularly $25.95

STRETCH PANTS

SAVE ON PANTY HOSE

LADIES NYLON HOSE

99¢

4 for $1.00

SALE STORE OPEN 1-5:30 SUNDAY

SWEATER SETS

4.99

NYLON KNIT TOPS

2 for $4.50

SENSATIONAL SAVINGS ON FAMOUS HANDBAGS

FINE LEATHER SHORTIES

Sale... $4.99

Large variety of styles... $5.99

SHOP DILLARD'S BROWN DUNKIN IN SHEPHERD MALL FRIDAY & SATURDAY 10 AM - 9 PM
Tipton Service Slated

Dillard's Brown Building

after-Thanksgiving sales

clearances

Our most famous resource has put together this fantastic promotion of his regular line coats for our After-Thanksgiving Sale!

Ladies' Famous Maker Winter SUBURBAN COAT SALE

Regularly $39.88

Now $29.88

Regularly $66.88

Now $46.88

These fine wool blends coats have been made at our regular store and are in regular inventory. Now they are available at a reduced price! Ladies' sizes 12-20. Shop early for the best selection. These coats are made to order and will be delivered in about three weeks. Call us for more information.

8 Doctors Separate Twin Girls

FAMOUS MAKER CRESLAN KNIT COORDINATES

Tops... $8.50 to $25.00 Sale... $4.00 to $15.00

Pants... $12.00 to $35.00 Sale... $5.00 to $15.00

8 Doctors Separate Twin Girls

CANNON & CALLAWAY BATH TOWELS

Reg. $12.00

Sale... $6.00

BRENTWOOD SEAMLESS NYLONS

Reg. $12.00

Sale... $6.00

FEATHERWEIGHT SEAMLESS NYLONS

Reg. $12.00

Sale... $6.00

8 Doctors Separate Twin Girls

DILLARDS BROWN-DUNKN IN SHEPHERD MALL FRIDAY & SATURDAY 10 AM-9 PM

Air Crash Victim's Rites Set

Among the items of Remember the Fallen: Leut. Benjamin E. Allen, United States Navy, will include:

Cannon® Royal Family®
Perfect Quality Printed PERCALE SHEETS

Save as much as 40% on these fine first quality all cotton floral print sheets... stock your linen closet now for your holiday entertaining...

Cannon® Royal Family®
Perfect Quality Printed PERCALE SHEETS

Reg. $12.99

Sale... $2.99

Reg. $12.99

Sale... $2.99

Reg. $12.99

Sale... $2.99

Reg. $12.99

Sale... $2.99

Reg. $12.99

Sale... $2.99

Reg. $12.99

Sale... $2.99

Reg. $12.99

Sale... $2.99

Reg. $12.99

Sale... $2.99
Shaffer Says
His Statement 'Misconstrued'

State Watershed
Program Boosted

Zales
Billfold Event

Win Mink

Miracle Prices Plus
CASH CERTIFICATES!
Here Are Some Ground Rules For Mailing Packages...

It's Time To Start Sending Gifts To Overseas Servicemen

Miss Woods Weds In Church Rites

Mortgage Interest Climbing

FOR WOMEN

Policy Payers

Packaging Husband's Gifts

Dillard's
after-thanksgiving
sales clearances

Choose from 7 exciting colors—Brass, Navy, Red, White, Camel, Moss and Gold!

JUNIOR COAT SPECTACULAR

Your Choice of 10 New Styles! Originally $50.00

Sale...$39.99

100% WOOL SHETLANDS...Wool Tweeds & Faux Hair Blends in the Season's Best Colors...Sizes 3-13

Oklahoma Beauty College

Wyoma Powell-Owens

Budget Dress Clearance

Sale...$5.99

Sale...$7.99

Sale...$9.99

Better Dresses Dramatically Reduced

Reg. $30 to $54
Indian Invaders Of Alcatraz
Feast, Greet Sooner Guests

The second full moon after the start of the month known as Thewards, which takes place during the summer season, is observed as a day of feasting by the Native American community in the region of Alcatraz Island. This traditional event, which dates back to the 19th century, is celebrated with a gathering of Native American tribes from various parts of the United States. The feast is typically held on the island, where participants come together to share food, music, and dance. The celebration is an opportunity for members of the community to reconnect with their cultural heritage and celebrate their shared history.
Dillard's Brown Junicin
after-thanksgiving
sales
clearances

Save 25% on these fine Quality Boys' Blazers...
Boys Double Breasted Blazers ... Size 6 to 20
Regular $20.00 Value
$15.00
Regular $25.00 Value
$18.75


Save 25% on Young Men's Suit from our Regency Shop......
100% All Wool Suits Popular 3-Piece Styles
Regular $99.00
Sale ... $67.49

No young men's suit parade, a classic three piece suit with button! Now, during his special sale you can own Dillard's a classic wool suit in a selection of black, white, and gray in Navy, Olive, Blue and Green. Sizes 34 to 44 regular and 32 to 40 big.

Reg. $3.00 Men's Fine Quality NECK WEAR
Sale ... 1.88

Reg. $3.00 Men's 100% Cotton PAJAMAS
Sale ... 1.88

Reg. $1.50 Pair Men's Orlon CREW SOCKS
Sale ... 35c .25

STAGE SET FOR DREAM GAME
No. 1 Texas Rips Aggies

Reg. $3.00 Men's Fine Quality NECK WEAR
Sale ... 1.88

Reg. $3.00 Men's 100% Cotton PAJAMAS
Sale ... 1.88

Reg. $1.50 Pair Men's Orlon CREW SOCKS
Sale ... 35c .25

John Ward, Owens On Kodak List

Hogs Bomb Texas Tech

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) - Dillard's Bill Smith and his 1-0 Arkansas football team take on No. 1 Texas Saturday afternoon in Austin. The Razorbacks, who are ranked 19th in the country in the Associated Press poll, will face the Longhorns, who are ranked 10th.

Rebels Breeze

Blazers Meet Fort Worth

Gentile Plans To Quit Baseball
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Vikes Hit Playoffs With 27-0 Victory

Chargers Give Oilers 21-17 Jolt

Dawson Hurt As KC Wins

MOST CONVENIENT BANKING IN TOWN...

CENTRAL MOTOR BANK
6th & Classen
Open 8 to 6 Sat. 8 to 12
Drive in today!

CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK
Oklahoma City

AAA Semis Tonight
Midwest City Hosts Norman

Bear Grapplers Look Awesome

Louisville Rolls By Tulsa, 35-29

LOUISVILLE - The Bear Grappers' 35-29 setback to the visiting Tulsa Golden Hurricanes Saturday night was not unexpected. The Bear Grappers are still learning to play together. ...)

N.M State Nips Colorado State

Patriots, Lions Open Season

Good Year

2 in 1 CAR CARE OFFER
LUBRICATION & OIL CHANGE

one low price

CASHMERE COATS

ONLY $4 88

100% CASHMERE COATS
REDUCED '20

LOW PRICED LUXURY AND BEAUTY

TRUSTON

100% CASHMERE COATS

ONLY $4 88

100% CASHMERE COATS
REDUCED '20

LOW PRICED LUXURY AND BEAUTY
Youth Saves Two Women

'Poor Valley' Rich In Ballads

Miss World Title Goes To Austrian

Jack Waldron Dies, But Lines Live

Daily Hairdresser Knows

Hair" Strips Down; No Arrests Made

The Midnight Earl

Try A Little Tenderness

Clint Eastwood

Hang Em High

An Enchanting World

FREE

from your neighborhood

International House of Pancakes Restaurant.
The Greatest Poster on Earth!

FREE! This 29" x 40" commemorative Clinton poster is
the first of its kind ever produced! It is designed to hang
in your home or office and is an excellent complement
to any Clinton campaign literature. Order your poster
now and make it a part of your collection of Clintoniana.

The Management

In Oklahoma City at
3233 N. May Avenue
545 Northwest 19th Street
Television Today

Racing The ASEP

One of the Apollo 15 crew pilots an Apollo Lunar Module. The pilot in the front seat is the pilot-headd pilot, the pilot in the rear seat is the commander, and the pilot in the middle is the astronaut. The MPLS (Manned Lunar Module Simulator) is a large, fully functional, and realistic simulation of the Apollo Lunar Module used for training and testing.

God of Thanks

The sentinal photo shows the Apollo 15 crew members standing around their spacecraft. The spacecraft is a large, sleek, and futuristic-looking vehicle, with the crew members wearing their space suits. The crew members appear to be discussing their upcoming mission.

Inspecting Surveyor

The second photo shows the Apollo 15 crew members inspecting the Surveyor spacecraft. The spacecraft is a small, cylindrical, and metallic object, and the crew members are examining it closely. The spacecraft is likely a probe sent by NASA to explore the Moon's surface.

Astronaut At Work

The final photo shows an astronaut working in space. The astronaut is wearing a space suit and is holding a tool, likely a screwdriver or a wrench. The astronaut appears to be working on a panel or a piece of equipment.

New Moon Rocks Different In Color

The article discusses how the new Moon rocks are different in color from the old Moon rocks. The article mentions that the new Moon rocks are more colorful and have a more diverse range of colors than the old Moon rocks.

Sell Your Mother-in-Law

The advertisement is for a service that helps sell mother-in-laws. The ad offers a variety of services to help sell mother-in-laws, including pictures, prices, and guarantees. The ad promises to help sell mother-in-laws in a variety of ways, including through a picture, a price, and a guarantee.
Congressmen Manipulate Regulatory Agencies

WASHINGTON — The regulatory agencies are supposed to protect the public from airlines accidents, dangerous drugs, and related environmental and economic risks, but they are also subject to political pressures and can be manipulated to benefit specific interests. If these agencies fail, the cost to the public can be significant.

For example, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has been criticized for mishandling safety inspections and allowing dangerous practices to continue. The FAA has been accused of being too lenient in its enforcement of safety regulations, which has led to several accidents and fatalities.

Similarly, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has been criticized for approving drugs that are later found to be dangerous. In some cases, the FDA has approved drugs that were later found to cause serious health problems or even death.

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has also been criticized for its handling of recent financial scandals. The SEC has been accused of failing to adequately investigate and punish companies that engaged in fraudulent practices.

In all cases, the regulatory agencies are supposed to protect the public by enforcing regulations and ensuring safety. However, these agencies can also be influenced by political pressure and the demands of powerful interests. As a result, the public can be left vulnerable to risks and hazards.

IF THESE PUBLIC-PRIVE RISKS CAN BE MANIPULATED, THEN THE LIMITS OF OUR REGULATORY SYSTEMS AND THE ABILITIES OF THE AGENCIES TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC ARE QUESTIONED. THE EFFICACY OF THESE AGENCIES TO PREVENT OR CONFRONT SUCH RISKS IS IN QUESTION.